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Much less just chill / [Backstage interlude in the LTP, League of Tennis 
Professionals] 

From outside comes the polite roar of centre court, thousands of well-mannered 
spectators clapping and clucking their appreciation. The majority of the crowd is 
always encouraging the player that happens to be behind, set- or gamewise, at any 
particular point in time. The temporary underdog. Taken to its logical conclusion this 
means that the crowd would want the players to keep at it forever.  

But that is not what it is.  

They are cheering for a good game and/or super sportsmanship, they want to coax 
the best possible performances out of the athletes. If it goes to five sets and nerves 
are wrecked as the players bomb each other into the teens, neither able to break 
serve, well, all the better.  

 

The plock of the ball is heard continuously.  

Which is not the most powerful impact on court, obviously, but one of the more sonic 
ones. The playersʼ high performance, space-age tennis shoesʼ sole impacting the 
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holy green lawn is. The rally ends on a very audible plock, an overhead smash 
possibly in the leaping style of PS. To see a player of such athleticism soaring into 
the airspace above the court, extending to put the steepest possible downwards 
angle on his winning shot is to watch the rise and fall of human nature in a little under 
two seconds.  

He is not out there, he is in here, in the locker, locked up inside his head. That is 
where RF is. He patiently extracts a long piece of lint from his hirsute forearm, 
trapped there like a summertime gnat which for a helping of blood went in too deep. 
He studies it, wondering how it got there since the gear he is wearing is not at all 
supposed to present with loose ends or uncleanly sewed seams. The piece of lint per 
se does not bother him but as a symptom it is disquieting. Like it were pointing a 
long, glowing finger at what has become possibly the downwards trajectory of his 
career. The graph is before his mind clearly, the way it jaggedly dips after 2008, how 

it temporarily occludes past achievements and longer-term time horizons. Then 
again, if he zooms out far enough he can appreciate his stellar position. A year from 
now he could be back here hoisting the ugly Golden Cup into a balmy Wimbledon 
evening and be kissing it1.  

He readjusts his position in the huge, dark brown leather couch. There are creaking 
noises from the upholstering that do not seem possible from this particular material. 

The couch is too huge. If one sees a player sitting in it one worries that at any 
moment the object will sprout fangs and gobble him up, that some LTP official will 
have to hold a press conference in which to apologize to the polite UK crowd, 
claiming that the player suddenly fell sick.  

More roaring and a few shouts. Do the shouters want to whip the atmosphere into a 
frenzy, can the shouting spectators just no longer control themselves or does a 
spectator who shouts unconsciously want to make sure s/he has not been 

                                                        
1 Nota Bene: You donʼt kiss the thing itself but your reflection in it, you congratulate yourself on two weeks of lawn tennis 
dominance.  
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assimilated by the amorphous masses? The shout is encouraging the player one set 
behind to stop fucking around and break his opponent already.  

There are two numbers there, on the screen, signifying the fifth set but he, RF, 
cannot make sense of them. He feels like laughing or crying or even both. The 
diversity of momentum changes which a set or match contains is so staggering that it 
is often beyond anybodyʼs mental capacity. What can be done by players in 
interviews is pluck out what subjectively appear as big points and then give a 
coherent account of how these influenced the subsequent interaction. Big points are 
very important indeed but, and herein lies part of the beauty of the sport, no matter 
how many big points one wins it is never enough if one does not win the last point. 
Winning the match-point is closure and culmination, it is not a big point, it is the 
biggest point. And the match point, as soon as one starts taking a closer look, is a 
strange phenomenon. It is absolutely certain that in terms of counting it is just one 

point, one. But in terms of significance of points it is absolute: the person who wins it 
has one the match, basta.  

It is an unspoken understanding that if the press conferences were staffed by 
passionate crowd members and players themselves asking their sweaty peers what 
just happened out, that if it all went down in such a familiar setting the results would 
be much, much more pleasing.  

The white length of lint seems to say “Jʼaccuse”. He flicks it toward the deep-pile 
carpet, dark green and purple. At the center of this room of the locker is the emblem 
of crossed racquets. In this country it suggests that the well-remunerated tennis 
professionals are modern-day knights and their competition chivalric.  

They are all off them bathing in the LCDʼs broadcast of court 23: RF, AM, RN, AR, 
GM. Here, together, in the locker, just chilling, there is a sense of family. This 
disagrees with the image the media puts significant effort into constructing, namely 
that they are ruthless adversaries, gladiators equipped with Prince, Head, Yonex, etc. 
People forget that they all belong to a guild of highly specialized professionals. They 
attend PR events together, haul ass to the same dreadful gala dinners and, most 
importantly, shoot the breeze together.  
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Muffled sighs and serious stretching and gripping of that part of the skull covering the 
frontal lobes just above the eyes. All of them are just relaxing in the locker room, 
experiencing various levels of happiness/discontent. The term “locker” is inadequate, 
invoking imagery of primitive wooden planks to sit on and skinny metal lockers that 
need to be fed small change. Instead these LTP lockers are premises of 
transgressive luxury. Thus the couches, the carpet, the TVs, the wide range of gem-

colored sponsorsʼ isotonic beverages, bottled water so vitamin-laced it can go pound-
for-pound with fresh fruit, bowls of thick, ripe bananas and apples (nevertheless). But 
the collective eyeballs, highly specialized on detecting the spin of seams on yellow 
ones, are glued to the three HD LCDs: disbelieving.  

‐ This cannot be happening. I donʼt think this is physically possible, to be 
perfectly honest. Pinch me really hard AM, will you?  

‐ JI and NM are making history here, looks like. I will tell my grand-children 
about this match in a hushed voice. JI and NM of all people. Right in the 
history books of tennis. In case anybody ever cares to write a history book 
on tennis. 

‐ How do you hold serve for what amounts to seven sets of tie breaks? How 
do you not eventually get broken? I find it hard enough to hold serve for an 
entire set. 

‐ That is for you measure of the service. 150 Km/h. I not call it serve, so 
much. I am thinking perhaps “overhead slice”, no? 

It is an open conversation going on, in the locker, everybody can chip in as they see 
fit. RN has pulled up his shirt and is scowling at the TV. Independently of his mood 
RN scowls, giving rise to the impression that the world is permanently at fault and he 
is perennially aware of and unhappy about this. Or that he just happens to be a 
critical person. The question is: Why is this man always scowling? The other guys 
find it hilarious and crack many a joke about it. He doesnʼt mind. Like most of his 
peers he is emotionally self-sufficient: all the drive and fury and regret he will ever 
need in life are perfectly self-generated.  
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RN flexes his right biceps and studies it intently. He is trying to see if it has actually 
diminished as some people claim it has but it is impossible to tell. And it doesnʼt 
matter, what matters is today, what matters is the next match, to ask about next 
month is a symptom of insanity. Instead of following the match on the three screens 
RN closes his eyes and there it is: the cozy after-glow of having won this afternoonʼs 
quarterfinal.  

There are six leather seats in rows of threes, always two facing each other, able to 
swivel to either side so they can face the showerʼs green-tiled exit area to one end or 
the TV flat/screens to the other, Southern side. Like the six on a dice, when seen 
from above. Closest to the three TVs sit RN and AM, the hope of this island, picking 
at his nose tentatively. Probably for peeling skin ʻcause big old sun has been out 
there giving them all a beating.  

To the left of RN sits AR, the funny American, audibly in downtime mode. Across 
from him, from the hard-serving US boy, sits the Greatest of All Time2. Even though 
lately that has not been the case at all and other predators have been on the prowl in 
his territory.  

One of the two seats closest to the shower stalls is occupied by that ogle-eyed 
French kid GM whose physique and hairdo need to be seen to be believed. 
Commentators do their professional best to avoid racial stereotyping but always end 
up helplessly falling into the same descriptions: chaotic, athletic, mercurial, 
showman. GM is twirling his racket then flicks it ceiling-wards and catches it coming 
down, performing a complex trick that would have had any WWW gunslinger pale. 
GMʼs ability to sit still for a microsecond, much less just chill, is zero. Like AR he is 
very sociable.  

RN reflects: which turns in life did he take to get here? Thousands and thousands of 
small decisions and a few big ones due to which he is now the top professional 
tennis player in the world. Behind him and to the left he can feel the eyes of RF 
probing him or sending interference signals. They get along well enough but that 

                                                        

2 Though the Jury on that is still very much out to lunch, especially its philosophical members who have their doubts about the 
GOAT concept. 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does not matter. No need to be friends with anybody on the Tour. RN opens his eyes 
again, grabs a banana, peels it not from the stem but the top, takes a bite and returns 
his attention to the screen. He thinks he might be able to understand what is going on 
by studying the playersʼ facial expressions between rallies.  

‐ Whatʼs the Djoker doing? Acting all injured? 

‐ It is not even such a bad strategy really, considering everything in the long 
term. Nobody wants to be the next Hingis. 

‐ You never know, never ever know how anybody else is really feeling, 
subjectively. Media inflation, donʼt let yourself be fooled friend. Donʼt be a 
fool. 

‐ Guys, please, we are watching the incredible here. The unprecedented and 
unrepeatable. Set Five and these two loonies are still going at it. 44-43. I 
mean what does that even mean? What does it signify?  

‐ JI and NM. JI and NM, remember the names. 

‐ Yeah because eight weeks from now everybody will remember Johnʼs 
name because he is sort-of famous and the French kid, no offence, this kid 
will be forgotten.  

The only reason he is sitting here, AM, is because he is too exhausted to move 
anywhere else. And he does not want to miss a single second of this match either. 
He is long past the developmental stage where he is annoyed by his fellow players, 
he has gotten inured to their spoiled and childish ways, the way they think that 
ranking and sponsorshits and all these petty concerns are the most important things 
ever. How everybody else3 is so convinced that the only thing that he, AM, is 
obsessed with is winning a Grand Slam Tournament. It would be nice, very nice but 
there are more important things in life.  

Fuck the Australian Open, Roland Garos, Wimbledon and Flushing Meadows. Fuck a 
Slam. 

                                                        
3 Those not belonging to his inner circle of significant others. 
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People think that is a trivial and clichéd thing to say or think but it is not as long as it 
is evident that people live and act otherwise. As long as that is the case it is vital and 
any perceived lack of complexity is completely besides the point: “There are more 
important things in life”. It means that one should make an attempt to find out what 
matters and what does not. Journalists hardly ever get to this point with him, in an 
interview, because then ultimately they would no longer be talking Tennis. The fact 

that Tennis happens to be a very poignant illustration of something entirely else, 
ironically, is not something that people who are into Tennis like to talk about all that 
much. There is a specious elegance to the sentence “But oh well, it is just a game”.  

AM keeps studying the match between JI and the Frenchie playing on all three LEDs, 
the geometrical patterns they trace over time: spirographs and butterflies, chasing 
each other from one corner to the other, to the net and then back to the baseline, 
absolutely unwilling to concede. It is the cooperative beauty, which is most 

surpassing of it all. They create a temporary, fragile balance of held services, always 
right on the point of shattering. This is one of the things that does matter to AM: 
beauty. But together with beauty comes ugliness, nothing as ugly as his past.  

In one or the other canyon of night, AM will snap up dead straight out of dream-
memories, the shots after all these years still ringing in his ears. Screams, panic, 
death, blood. Luckily he survived to seek refuge on the court where talent was 

revealed, a beauty from within. But on nights after a loss trapped in sleep AM can still 
hear all that school dayʼs horror. Behind him, now that he has turned towards the TV 
trifecta, sits RN, diagonally behind RF and to his left AR.  

AR can sleep anywhere, anytime, says the legend. AM is seriously contemplating 
waking him up but he remembers from three years ago how incredibly pissed the US 
American can get if somebody interferes with his nap-time. He is an easy-going and 
funny guy but out of the blue he can explode into a tantrum. He is one of the hardest 

workers on the tour and, under different circumstances, could have been a fixture at 
number one. But what circumstances? In the most important moments, in the most 
important games, it often looks like a dose of bad luck but AM suspects it is 
something quite different.  
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Behind him sits RF, waves of cool & calm radiating off of him. He has the record 
books on his side. So on one side of his eyeballs AM is doing plenty of pontificating 
and on the other side, the match is going down: the match. He focuses on the TV 
side of his eyes: the score has run up to 49-48. This is clearly outside of the limited 
reach of adjectives and adverbs.  

 

AR is snoring acoustically akin to jaws-of-life. RN is not quite done with his banana, 
chewing forever per bite. ND is singing in the shower stalls, a deep booming voice 
the pitch of which he can change according to the necessities of his performance. RF 
is on the phone with his wife, asking how the babies are doing. He seems to be 
obsessed with the blasted babies or perhaps the babies arenʼt blasted and neither is 
he obsessed but rather this is the way things should be. JMc is standing by one of 
the historic wooden lockers annoying everybody with his inappropriate presence and 
schmaltzy words-of-wisdom. JMc is observing GMʼs tricks with the racket with an air 
of vexation, the cloudy facial expression just before he blows up on a linesman or 
lineswoman or umpire or competitor. He could be rehearsing his inventory of 
humiliating expletives. In due time he cracks: 

‐ You know youʼre the most physically talented, flat-out talented kid in this 
whole locker GM? You know that, right? And youʼre pissing it away with 
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your tricks and sliding and jumping and all that bullshit. Itʼs a goddamn 
shame.  

‐ Mais JMc, just relax, ok? Je tʼen prie. I am sitting already ici, in Wimbledon. 
The number, it is not that important. For me, the plus important thing in life 
cʼest la vie. I am sitting exactly where I should be sitting, ici, Joe, I believe. 
Dʼaccord?  

RF pipes up, unusually ruffled too now. 

‐ Yeah, JM, give him a break. Everybody loves watching GM, everybody 
loves playing against him. Forget rankings, its excitement, its what we 
need. GM is top twenty, GM is world-class. What else does anybody need? 
I mean, itʼs nice of you to hang out with us and whatnot. But please, stop it 
with the ball-breaking already. Actually, you had better do some color-
commentary out on court 23.  

RF turns back to the screens, sees the score and smiles. There are tears in his eyes 
and a hint of confusion. He speaks to the air in front of him, thus addressing 
everybody in the locker 

‐ Guys, is this really happening? I donʼt understand. I mean: Holy 
Guacamole! 

NDʼs voice still comes booming from the shower stalls. He is a notoriously hot and 
long and loud showerer, somebody who reaches his best thespian performance 
levels when scalding jets of water are directed at his head close-range and he has 
tile underfoot4. Unfortunately, it is one of those lobotomized Lady Gaga ditties.  

‐ Be still and get your ass out here. Youʼre missing history. JI and NM are 
holding serve like theyʼre holding their Mamaʼs hand from her falling into a 
pit of lava.  

‐ Alright, alright, Iʼm coming. 

                                                        
4 There is also the theory that he thinks this has a therapeutic effect on his asthma but tries to hide this weakness and odd belief 
from his fellow guild members in the guise of diverting showmanship.   
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Meanwhile AR wakes up. The first thing he feels is a heavy ball of steel in his 
stomach, which he immediately recognizes as the feeling after having lost a very 
winnable, very important match. He wants to slump and slouch but he is already 
maximally slumped and slouched. So instead he moves backwards into an upright 
position to see who all is around: RF, GM twirling his racket, JMc whom he really, 
really reviles, ND prancing out of the stalls in a flowing white terry cloth doing his best 

Caesar impression, a scowling RN, ferocious, eating a banana as though it were his 
arch-enemy and, across from him, stabbing at his nose, probably obsessing about a 
Slam, his namesake.  

God! When was the last time they had all been in a locker together like this? Had 
they ever? He relishes the coincidence and his earlier idea of returning to the Carlton 
and frustration-fucking the living daylights out of his gf moves off into the distance.  

‐ Iʼll put 100k on them going into the 80s. Is my bet. Who is in? 

‐ This match, to watch this incredible competition, it is enough, no? 

‐ Man, JMc, stop being an ass. Letʼs just watch this, ok?  

‐ 100k, ha! Thatʼs like what? Three years of ASPN salary? Please. 

‐ You know, technically youʼre not an active player any more. So we could 
just call security on your ass. We could. 

‐ Ave all you. I, Emperor Jokus Maximus declare we show respect to our 
elder statesman Senator JMc.  

NDʼs cloth slips at precisely the moment all heads are turning in the direction of his 
histrionics. All five players crack up simultaneously. He blushes and gropes for the 
fallen towel, hearing behind him the loud, obnoxious cackle of JMc whom he had just 
rushed to the defense of. Then a loud crash interrupts all the fun and animosity. The 
flat-screen in the middle has detached from the wall and fallen down on the deep 
carpet. There are dense, electric fumes and little blue flashes exiting long slits in the 
plastic back-casing. On the remaining LCDs, NM can be seen at the net talking the 
umpire and an official into postponing the impossible for another day. JI is doing 
disbelieving and resigned gestures.  
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The LCD explodes into bright orange and green flames.  

RNʼs fruit-pulp suddenly tastes stale. Like chewing on clay or lawn. 

 

RFʼs connectivity drops to zero just as he discovers another long piece of lint. 

 

AMʼs nose is bleeding. He is trembling: the TVʼs crash sounded like gunfire to him. 

 

AR is glaring across the room, ready to get on the next shuttle bus. 

 

GMʼs racket drops too.  

 

JMc feels a sharp pain in his chest. The sum of every tantrum he has ever thrown. 

All of them, these LTP members, this estranged family, simultaneously feel the small, 
inner pang of something magical coming to an end. That things end. Shortly, they 
start packing up their shit to return to the anonymity of their hotel rooms. Only GM 
stays behind, flipping channels and his racket, two balls of white in the darkening 
locker. 


